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	PivotTables may be Excel's most powerful feature, but Microsoft has estimated that only 15% of Excel users take advantage of them. That's because PivotTables (and their companion feature, PivotCharts) have a reputation for being difficult to learn. Not any more! In this book, Excel legends Bill Jelen ("MrExcel") and Michael Alexander teach PivotTables and PivotCharts step-by-step, using realistic business scenarios that any Excel user can intuitively understand. Jelen and Alexander go far beyond merely explaining PivotTables and PivotCharts: they present practical "recipes" for solving a wide range of business problems. Drawing on more than 30 combined years of Excel experience, they provide tips and tricks you won't find anywhere else, and show exactly how to sidestep common mistakes. Coverage includes: " Creating PivotTables, customizing them, and changing the way you view them " Performing calculations within PivotTables " Using PivotCharts and other visualizations " Analyzing multiple data sources with PivotTables " Sharing PivotTables with others " Working with and analyzing OLAP data " Making the most of Excel 2010's powerful new PowerPivot feature " Using Excel 2010's Slicer to dynamically filter PivotTables " Enhancing PivotTables with macros and VBA code This book is part of the new MrExcel Library series, edited by Bill Jelen, world-renowned Excel expert and host of the enormously popular Excel help site, MrExcel.com.


Teaches PivotTables, PivotCharts, and Excel 2010's new PowerPivot feature through real-world scenarios that make intuitive sense to users at all level

Includes proven PivotTable recipes for instant on-the-job results

Helps Excel users avoid common pitfalls and mistakes

Part of the brand-new MrExcel Library series, edited by Excel legend Bill Jelen
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Beginning iPhone and iPad Web Apps: Scripting with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScriptApress, 2010

	This book will help you join the thousands of successful iPhone App developers without needing to learn Objective-C or the Cocoa touch APIs. If you want to apply your existing web development skills to iPhone and iPad development, then now you can. WebKit’s support for HTML5 means any web developer can create compelling apps for both...
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VMware vSphere For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2011

	Every so often, a technology comes along that changes the way we go about our everyday business. This technology is called a disruptive technology and has such a significant benefit or improvement that people are willing to change their normal way of doing things to incorporate the new technology. Virtualization is one of those disruptive...
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Inside the Machine: An Illustrated Introduction to Microprocessors and Computer ArchitectureNo Starch Press, 2006

	
		Inside the Machine is an introduction to computers that
		is intended to fill the gap that exists between classic
		but more challenging introductions to computer
		architecture, like John L. Hennessy’s and David A.

	
		Patterson’s popular textbooks, and the growing mass
		of works that are simply too basic...
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Building Games with Ethereum Smart Contracts: Intermediate Projects for Solidity DevelopersApress, 2018

	
		Learn how to take your existing knowledge of Ethereum and Solidity to the next level. Hone your development skills and become more familiar with the syntax of the Solidity language by working through well-tested, well-documented intermediate-level sample projects.

	
		You will begin by covering the basics of Ethereum,...
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Character Development in Blender 2.5Course Technology PTR, 2011

	I got started in Blender approximately eight and a half years ago. At the time,
	there were very few tutorials or other training resources available. Essentially, the
	only resource around was the people of the Blender Community, who was active
	through the online forum, http://blenderartists.org. With nothing but the generous
	time of...
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Linux All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
8 books in 1 — your key to the world of Linux!    

    Your one-stop guide to installing, administering, using, and programming Linux    

    Curious about Linux, the amazing alternative operating system? This bookanswers your questions and shows you how to handle several of the most...
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